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ABSTRACT

THE SECULAR AND SACRED IN CATHOLIC ACTIVISM: AN ANALYSIS OF THE “JUSTICE FOR IMMIGRANTS” CAMPAIGN BY THE U.S. CATHOLIC CONFERENCE OF BISHOPS

Mary Jo Lopez Duckwitz, M.A.

George Mason University, 2009

Thesis Director: John B. Burns, Ph.D.

This thesis discusses the United States Conference of Catholic Bishop’s (or USCCB) civic engagement as a means to understand the secular and sacred in Catholic activism. In order to better comprehend the religious engagement in political and social issues, this thesis examines the Post Vatican II Catholic civic action and engagement by the USCCB in regards to immigration reform. However, before the case study analysis can be rendered, there must be a historical examination of religion’s role in American politics. Therefore, the first half of the thesis is dedicated to three historical religious-civil factors. The first historical factor is the creation of the First Amendment. The second historical factor of importance is the Civil Rights movement. Lastly, there is an analysis of the Second Vatican Council’s influence on American Catholicism. All three events legitimate the current civic engagement of the USCCB. Thus, this thesis argues that that the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, with its religious and secular components, is an essential and necessary element in the transformative movement of immigrant
rights. This thesis serves as a reference for those who want to understand the role of religion in affecting societal change and reform in American society. Additionally, this study adds to the academic dialogue of what the USCCB brings to the immigration debate that secular organizations cannot.
1. Introduction

American civic organizations, such as the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (hereinafter “USCCB”), have been heavily influenced by both the state and the religious. Historically, the United States provides a cultural and constitutional basis for the freedom of religion and assembly which supports the political engagement of the USCCB. Thus the democratic and constitutional principles of freedom or religion established precedent for the USCCB’s political and civic relations. Even during the nineteenth century, American bishops applauded American democracy. The believed that the United States’ independence and liberties were the “work of special Providence.”\(^1\)

Additionally, the USCCB’s foundation and its civic engagement came about after two significant events during the mid to late twentieth century. The first and most direct influence was the Second Ecumenical Council of the Vatican (II Vatican). The second, indirect influence was the twentieth century phenomenon of social movements, such as the 1960s civil rights movement.

Although the Second Vatican Council took place overseas, it still had an important influence on a large portion of American society, American Catholics. For

instance, the precursor to the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, the National Conference of Catholic Bishops (NCCB) and the United States Catholic Conference (USCC), was formed in 1966, only a year after the close of the Second Vatican Council. Since then, the USCCB has taken upon itself to follow the social and religious directives of the Roman Catholic Church. This explicit religious mission of the USCCB is an important factor to its civic participation.

Additionally, the social turmoil and subsequent social movements of the 1960s most likely had a contextual effect on the USCCB. The civil rights movement called for civic engagement by U.S. citizens through the secular, political environment and ideals of the United States. For example, the civil rights movement would peacefully assemble for its protests. This political participation of peaceful assembly is an important part of the first amendment of the Bill of Rights, since it is the right of those being governed by a democratic government. The civil rights movement, also, provided the USCCB an historical precedent for its engagement in present social issues, such as the case study of the USCCB’s “Justice For Immigrants” campaign. The USCCB specifically calls for the United States to “accommodate migration flows...[and that] Government policies that respect the basic human rights of the undocumented are necessary.”

---

At its foundation, the USCCB saw civic engagement as vital to their mission. In this study, the definition of civic engagement is taken from Antonius Liedhegener’s article *Civic Engagement in Religion*. Thus, civic engagement is defined as a form of voluntary activities citizens undertake in the public sphere. However it is “not confined to the non-political sphere of civil society.”\(^5\) Therefore, civic engagement, also, can be seen as an activity that intends to affect government action. The first tenet of the USCCB’s mission statement falls under this definition. Their mission statement declares that they must “[a]ct collaboratively and consistently on vital issues confronting the Church and society.”\(^6\) Presently, the USCCB continues to adhere to its mission of civic engagement in pressing social matters. The USCCB has provided its full support behind the movement for immigrant rights. For example, they apply the papal message and the social teachings of the Catholic Church to their own writings regarding the social movement for immigrant rights. Moreover, the USCCB through the secular realm pressures the United States government to accept comprehensive immigration reform.

A study of the USCCB’s civic engagement with respect to immigrant rights allows one to see an example of the role a religious group takes part in a transformative movement. Additionally, the analysis of the USCCB’s incorporated religious and secular

---


components will add to the discourse on the benefits and hindrances of uniting the secular and the religious.

Additionally, when examining this study, three questions first come to mind. First, why can religious organizations, such as the USCCB, politically participate in the secular American state? Second, what is the role of religious groups in affecting immigration reform, specifically the role of the USCCB? Third, what does the USCCB bring to the immigration debate that secular organizations do not?

This thesis proposes that the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, with its religious and secular components, is an essential and necessary element to the transformative movement of immigrant rights. Additionally, it is theorized that the USCCB, as a religious group, fulfills an important aspect of inspiration and tradition that secular organizations cannot replicate. For example, the USCCB’s use of religious doctrine and rhetoric influences and compels American Catholics to support immigrant rights. This study should further aid an understanding of the role of religious groups in effecting societal change and reform in immigration. Additionally, this study adds to the academic dialogue of what the USCCB brings to the immigration debate that secular organizations cannot. Secular organizations cannot outright claim religious inspiration which ties many people to social movements.

In order to better understand the USCCB’s civic engagement, this analysis uses an historical methodology. An historical and qualitative methodology allows a better
examination of several interrelated theories, such as separation of church and state and American civic engagement, influencing church and state relationship. Hopefully, these theories and methodology should enhance an understanding on how and why religious organizations, such as the USCCB, engage in political discourse. The use of the religious and secular by the USCCB to influence U.S. policy and American Catholics can be seen as either an affront to the separation of church and state or an important relationship to foster societal change. To fully examine this problem and the context of USCCB’s engagement, one must look to the constitutional legacies of religion in American politics.
2. Historical Precedent for USCCB Civic Engagement

On my arrival in the United States the religious aspect of the country was the first thing that struck my attention... [i]n France I had almost always seen the spirit of religion and the spirit of freedom marching in opposite directions. But in America I found they were intimately united and that they reigned in common over the same country.7- Alexis De Tocqueville, (as quoted in Miller 235)

Religious civic engagement has a long standing tradition in American politics. Alexis De Tocqueville became quite aware of this fact while studying American Democracy during the Nineteenth Century. Since America’s founding, religious institutions and its ideas would engage civil society through its charitable works or through the civic involvement of individual members. For the most part, American society and its founders wanted it to stay that way.8 For instance, the American Constitution formally placed religion in terms of freedom of individual conscience and prohibition of the establishment of any religion. In a pluralist society dedicated to the secular state, these laws were not only important but necessary.

8 This will be discussed further when analyzing Thomas Jefferson’s Letter to the Danbury Baptist association.
They still remain as necessity in contemporary United States government and society. However, religion was not completely discounted and separated in the founding of the United States. The First Amendment protected the right to religious freedom as well as the right to freely assemble. Thus, assuring U.S. citizens, as individuals or as a collective, the right to think and act religiously (and irreligiously).

The constitutional protection of religious freedom and the right to assemble provides religious organizations, such as the USCCB, the legitimacy to participate in American civil and political society. And with the egregious acts committed by humans, there is a necessity for religious ideals to not only influence its individual membership but to engage the state as well. The American state through its bodies of government and religious institutions through its members and civic organizations both work for the welfare of mankind. Why, then, can they not work together for the common purpose of social and moral order?

By the middle of the twentieth century, religious organizations would no longer focus solely on charitable actions. New American religious organizations were established to focus on political issues that affected their members and American society on whole. A prime example of the a politically engaged religious organization was the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). The SCLC focused its attention to the political dilemma of equal rights for all United States citizens. Thus, the civil rights movement gained organizational and inspirational support from religion and religious organizations. This melding of the political and social in the civil rights movement would
provide an important precedent for future religious political engagement in the United States.

Contemporaneously, The United States Catholic Conference of Bishops follows the historical precedent which has already been established by, first and foremost, the U.S. Constitution. During the USCCB’s time period, two major events occurred that also heavily influenced its political and civic engagement- the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 60s and the Second Vatican Council in the 1960s. Thus the USCCB’s religiously inspired political actions in the immigrants rights movement is part of the tradition of religious civic engagement. Moreover, it is a religious organization that illustrates this melding of the political and religious, secular and sacred, for the common concern of social order and welfare in the United States.

The Second Vatican Council heavily influenced a re-emergence of social welfare in American society. Vatican II brought issues of social progress and welfare to the front of Catholic thought and action. The Vatican II Encyclicals also aligned itself with the merits of democracy and its protections of human rights. Thus, the USCCB gained much inspiration and support from the Vatican to go forward with its political engagement in the United States.

Notwithstanding, there is still contention of how far reaching religion, such as the Catholic Church, should influence the government and society. A growing and more vocal secular camp of American society is calling for a complete isolation if not

---

withdrawal of religion in American politics. Richard Dawkins’ 2006 bestselling book, “The God Delusion,” demonstrates the large support of secularism and the call for religious withdrawal from society. For one, Dawkins argues that religion never produced morality but morality evolved over time. However, that argument completely disregards the foundational tradition and protection of religious freedom and assembly by religious citizens and their leadership, such as the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops.

Religion and American Politics

American society was established on the foundational principle that the United States would be a secular state. One only needs to review the Preamble to the Constitution for support. The Preamble states:

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America.  

The Preamble lacks any mention of religious pursuit for the creation of the United States government. As H. Mark Roelofs argues the only interests indicated within this statement are secular. Moreover, the First Amendment explicitly stipulates that “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion.” Through the

enactment of such legislation, religion could not have a direct involvement and place within the national government. No one religion nor any religion can claim to be the religion of the United States.

Many United States scholars took this claim one step further. Some scholars asserted that secularization would dominate all facets of American society, political or not. What led to this notion? The popularity of secularism in intellectual circles came from the rise of modernity and science during the 17th-19th century. This rise of modernity and science brought some fear to religious circles who saw these changes as threatening their religious traditions and ideals. For example, Enlightenment philosophy not only questioned scriptural discrepancies, but also the existence of God.¹³

However, for the most part modernity and science integrated into intellectual and societal life. Many felt that religion was a barrier to rational thought and progress. For example, the early 20th century intellectual John Dewey exclaimed in his book Human Nature and Conduct that, "[religion] has been petrified into a slavery of thought and sentiment, as intolerant superiority on the part of the few and an intolerable burden on the part of the many."¹⁴ By mid to late twentieth century (1960s to 1980s), many scholars rallied behind the simplified Nietzsche declaration that “God is Dead."¹⁵ However, those scholars underestimated the significance of religion in American politics. The United

States may have been founded as a secular state, but it could not strictly separate religion from American politics. Religion not only has deep roots in American society but is continuously protected by the United States Constitution.

For instance, after the establishment clause in the First Amendment follows the free exercise clause. This line exclaimed that there can be no “prohibiting the free exercise” of religion. Neither the government nor American society can prevent any individual or collective from practicing their religion. Thus, the First Amendment fundamentally separates yet protects religion in American society. Nevertheless, these two clauses did not fully clarify the subject of religion in American politics.

Thomas Jefferson attempted to clarify the meaning of the First Amendment through the now infamous letter to the Danbury Baptist Association in 1802. Jefferson explained the following:

Believing with you that religion is a matter which lies solely between Man & his God, that he owes account to none other for his faith or his worship, that the legitimate powers of government reach actions only, & not opinions, I contemplate with sovereign reverence that act of the whole American people which declared that their legislature should "make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," thus building a wall of separation between Church & State.

---


The first line of Jefferson’s discussion frames religion as solely an individual practice—“a matter which lies solely between Man & his God.”18 By framing religion as an individual matter or a matter of free conscience, then government as a large collective entity cannot infringe upon that individual relationship. Moreover, he goes on to say that religion cannot encroach on government. Thus, Jefferson claims the First Amendment built “a wall of separation between Church & State.” 19

This passage has become entrenched in the political and religious discourse regarding religion and U.S. politics, even though it was written in a letter and not in any legal form. Ironically, the letter has only added fuel to the debate. One may ask why American society has fervently debated the First Amendment during the twentieth century. For one thing, religious freedom is an essential tenet of American democracy. Religious Freedom is seen as a “linchpin of expanding democracy because it is a potent right, involving as it does the right of people to act on their consciences, to speak freely, assemble, organize.”20 Additionally, the First Amendment and the additional recognition of separation of church and state gained much traction with the Fourteenth Amendment’s incorporation of the bill of rights to all American states.21 Therefore, the reach of the federal government extended liberties to each and every state solidifying the importance of such liberties, i.e. freedom of religion, in American society. Thus with such a plural

18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
society there have been various interpretations and conflicts regarding religion’s place in American society.

Nevertheless, the government through its judicial arm, i.e. the Supreme Court, has tried to determine religion’s neutral place in American society; but it too could not and has not ended the separation of church and state debate. Chief Justice Waite commented on the letter in his 1878 *Reynolds v. United States* opinion stating that “coming as it does from an acknowledged leader of the advocates of the measure [the Jefferson letter] may be accepted *almost* as an authoritative declaration of the scope and effect of the amendment thus secured.”\(^{22}\) (emphasis supplied.) *Reynolds*, 98 U. S. 145 (1878)

Chief Justice Waite’s comment illustrates the Court’s attempt at separating the church and state; however, the Court has instead added to the the complexity and confusion surrounding the First Amendment. Perhaps, it is because there can be no absolute division of religion from the state.

One main dilemma with a strict separation of church and state is the fact that religion is an integral part of social man. It is true that religion is a matter of opinion and conscience, but it is also true that religion is expressed through social actions. Religion is seen as an arbiter of morality and a sustainer of democratic civilization.\(^{23}\) One of the most influential philosophers for U.S. founding fathers, John Locke, also discussed the complexity between the church and state in his *A Letter Concerning Toleration*. David

---


McCabe explains that Locke’s “argument is more sensitive both to the need for citizens of liberal states to embody certain moral virtues and to the role that religion may play in sustaining such a citizenry.”

Religion is not solely isolated to the realm of individual conscience but it also actively participates in developing individual and collective morality. Alexis de Tocqueville remarked that religious beliefs have an indirect, if not more important, influence on political society through its influence on moral habits. Firstly, most if not all religious churches or sects preach “the same morality in the name of God.” This assertion still rings true today. American religious institutions, albeit Catholic, Jewish or Muslim, continue to preach morality as a common necessity in American society. Moreover, religion has been and continues to be highly practiced in the United States even though it is “at the same time the most enlightened and the most free.”

One only needs to review the first amendment’s call for religious freedom and assembly to understand that the First Amendment’s main concern is the common good of American society. These constitutional laws were not established solely for an individual, but how individuals act in collectives. Religious freedom and assembly are meant to uphold the dignity and morality of American society, just as religion attempts to uphold morality in America. Tocqueville observed that “in the United States there is not a single

---


26 Ibid.
religious doctrine that appears hostile to democratic and republican institutions. All the clergy there speak the same language; the opinions there are in accord with the laws, and there prevails, so to speak, only a single current in the human mind.”

Therefore, religion through its moral codes influences society and, consequently, facilitates the common good of democracy and liberty.

One of Tocqueville’s contemporaries, G.W.F. Hegel, also asserted religion’s role as moral arbiter and substance of a state and civil society. Hegel claimed that “[r]eligion is the basis and substance of politics, its foundation.” Religion continually influences the state through religious citizens and communities. Yet, he contends that the secular state should not be overrun by religiosity and, for the most part, there needs to be a separation of the two. Contemporaneously, there is a place for both, such as in American society.

Religion and the secular state can be reconciled by their quest for an ethical society, such as in America. This particular aim of religion and the state, though could not be realized if there was no former relationship between them. Historically, religion has played a significant role in culture and politics as well as a mode for human self-understanding. It is important to note that Hegel is not calling for a religious society without secularism. In fact, it would be detrimental to each entity to be fully integrated

---

since the state and church can stifle progress. Hegel gave the example of the
imprisonment of Galileo by the Church for his discovery of the earth’s motion.\textsuperscript{29}

He simply attributes religious principles and experiences as the foundation and
substance of politics through its community and their derived moral teachings. The
foundation of the United States was heavily influenced by Western, Christian principles
and experiences. One cannot simply erase the religious context of American political and
social history.

Similarly, John Courtney Murray specifically asserts that religious people, such
as Catholics, can engage in American society because American society is a religiously
plural society and a society established on the principles of God and Law being supreme.
America was established in the tradition of natural law; and, natural law has been
influenced by Western Christian political tradition. According to Murray, “The
philosophy of the Bill of Rights was also tributary to the tradition of natural law...Their
proximate source is in nature, and in history insofar as history bears witness to the nature
of man; their ultimate source, as the Declaration of Independence states, is in God, the
Creator of nature and the Master of history.”\textsuperscript{30} Religion cannot be fully separated from
American politics and society due to its historical involvement and influence on
American law.

\textsuperscript{29} Hegel, Georg W.F. \textit{Hegel’s Philosophy of Right}. Translated by Knox, T.M.Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1953, p. 172.

\textsuperscript{30} Murray, John Courtney. \textit{We Hold These Truths: Catholic Reflections on the American Proposition}. New
Nevertheless, religion was and still is traditionally seen as “charged with...inculcating the personal values necessary to the maintenance of the civil and political order.” This conception of religious influence on individual and collective morality was something well accepted by our founding fathers, even Jefferson. Religion, then, found its function and tradition protecting social welfare in American society.

Religious influence in time would extend the social welfare realm. During the twentieth century, religious leaders and organizations would frame their political grievances and actions in religious terminology instead of using strictly secular methods of civil society. Thus, religion would come into a more political engagement with the state. The civil rights social turmoil of the twentieth century exemplifies religion’s increasing civic engagement. Instead of opposing such a relationship, religious organizations and the state should work together in a dialectic relationship. According to Roefols, the leaders of church and state “should be essentially concerned to sustain a dialogue of challenge of response” to all sorts of plaguing societal issues. Only through dialogue and a dialectic relationship can comprehensive solutions arise for the common purpose of social well being, as exhibited by the civil rights movement.

32 Ibid. 565.
33 Ibid, 579.
Moreover, the religiously inspired civic engagement of the civil rights movement could not have emerged if there was a strict separation of church and state.

**Religious Leadership and Rhetoric in the Civil Rights Movement**

“Let judgment run down like waters and righteousness like a mighty stream.”  
- Amos 5:24

“All men are created equal, and are endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”  
- Declaration of Independence of the United States

The twentieth century participated in great social interaction and transformative change just as the centuries before it. However, much of the change in the twentieth century can be attributed to the social phenomena of social movements, such as the civil rights movement. The Civil Rights Movement was a nonviolent reform movement which strived for equal rights between Black and White Americans and an end to racial discrimination through American governance and societal acceptance. The Civil Rights Movement took place during the mid-twentieth century (1950s and 1960s) and was led by religious leaders, specifically from the Christian denominations, such as Southern Baptists.

There are several contributing factors and events which aided the development of this movement and it is essential to note them since they demonstrate the movement’s

---


development and the continuing dialectic relationship between the religious and the secular. Moreover, the civil rights movement’s use of religion through its leadership and rhetoric gave justification to future religious engagement in U.S. social movements.

It is also important to note the contributing factors that have led to the rise of social movements, such as the civil rights movement, in the United States? The civil rights movement as well as other movements have various contributing factors, but two stand out from the onset. The first is urbanization and the second democratization.36 Both of these factors are central to how and, to a certain extent, why social movements have become a popular means of civic contestation in the United States. Notwithstanding, an even more essential question is what makes a successful social movement?

For one thing, social movements, such as the civil rights movement, are a combination of various factors, including the political opportunity to protest, a large, committed constituency, and organizational strength.37 However, what keeps these people committed and how do they attempt to achieve their goal for social change? A collective consciousness is also needed to maintain a large, diverse membership. Religion, in this regard, can be an essential element in the construction of social movements. It has given leaders inspiration, protection, and continued to strengthen the reserve of many members and their collective consciousness.

---

The civil rights movement could not have withstood opposition and the test of time, if they did not have a collective consciousness that supported their actions. Additionally, this consciousness undergoes certain cues that indicates to individual and group members that they can take collective action against the perceived illegitimate state. Nevertheless, religious strength and inspiration alone can not achieve any movements’ goal. In order to enact change religious organizations and leaders must engage the secular avenues of American society. Therefore, civil rights leaders and organizations, such as the SCLC, brought in lawyers and volunteers to engage in political activism, such as voter drives and civil rights legislation.

Thus the Civil Rights Movement best exemplifies the cohesion of the secular and sacred in U.S. civic engagement. The Amos quote at the beginning of this section as well as the Declaration of Independence quote were used by Civil Rights Leader and Alabama pastor, Martin Luther King, Jr. to inspire and motivate the movement. The use of religious doctrine and rhetoric by Martin Luther King Jr and other religious leaders developed their communities’ aspiration to build a socially moral society. Thus, to a certain respect, continuing the tradition of religion’s maintenance of a moral society in America. Without the support and inspiration of religion in social movements such as in Civil Rights, there could not have been such stamina and success in the movements.

Additionally, the religious inspired leadership provided by Martin Luther King, Jr. provided a legitimate face in the movement. Martin Luther King, Jr. and his Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) took their call as religious leadership assisting the social welfare of America and transformed it into the political arena. Martin Luther King, Jr., as a minister and political activist, could encourage his membership to join the movement. Doug McAdam notes that:

“by building the movement out of established institutions, insurgent leaders were able to recruit en masse along existing lines of interaction, thereby sparing themselves the much more difficult task of developing a membership from scratch.”

Thus, “insurgent leaders” such as Martin Luther King Jr and the SCLC opened a vast network of individuals to the movement’s actions and aims. Moreover, the movement leadership was able to frame participation in the movement as also a religious duty. “It was their religious duty now not only to go to church, visit the sick, and to pray, but they must attend the mass meetings...and boycotts.” This in turn set a precedent of how religious leadership can successfully inspire and motivate collective action in social movements and political action.

Martin Luther King, Jr. also framed his leadership in terms of a religious call. He stated in his Letters from Birmingham Jail that he has been called to aid his people in their time of need. He stated:

---

41 Ibid. As quoted in Walton, 1956: 19
“I am in Birmingham because injustice is here. Just as the prophets of the eighth century B.C. left their villages and carried their ‘thus saith the Lord’ far beyond the boundaries of their home towns...so am I compelled to carry the gospel of freedom beyond my home town. Like Paul, I must constantly respond to the Macedonian call for aid.”\textsuperscript{42} -Martin Luther King, Jr.

The civil rights movement, therefore, structured much of its grievances and collective conscience in religious terms. First, was the religiously inspired movement principle of nonviolent protests and marches to garner public support. Members of the movement would peacefully assemble and march throughout towns and also on the national capital, such as the March on Washington which took place in August of 1963, in order to bring public awareness to their cause.\textsuperscript{43} These marches, again, were led by religious leaders and national coalitions of churches. For example the executive director of the Commission on Religion and Race, Robert Spike, expressed his happiness with the involvement of churches in the political struggle of African Americans. Spike stated,

“When the National Council of Churches delegation, over 100 strong, moved into the stream of marchers...one of the deepest longings of ministry was for a moment fulfilled-the longing that the Church of Jesus Christ be in the midst of the human struggle, not on the sidelines.”\textsuperscript{44}

There were also several student sit ins throughout the early 1960s and Rosa Parks refusal to give up her seat on an Alabama bus in 1955.

\textsuperscript{44} Ibid.
Second, the movement’s religious leadership and religious language, as seen above with leader Robert Spike, aided the movement’s strong development and victorious civil rights legislation. However, the leader which best exemplified the use of his religious leadership and language was Martin Luther King, Jr. For example, even at the beginning of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s career, his strong leadership helped end the Montgomery transportation segregation in 1955. This event is most well known for Rosa Parks refusal to give up her seat.⁴⁵

He then went on to establish the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) and became an in demand speaker throughout the United States. Houck and Dixon rightfully state that “King would lead the movement’s political, judicial, and spiritual revolution.”⁴⁶ Moreover, the movement would inspire clergy everywhere to take up their cause and these clergymen would proclaim from their pulpits their support for civil rights and ask their flock to support civil rights with them. For example, in 1963 clergyman, David G. Colwell called for his congregation to support Racial Justice Now. He did so through his recounting of his holocaust liberation experiences as an American soldier and how the pogroms in Europe were similar to Southern pogroms against neighbors that supported the movement. He ended his sermon with a passage from Acts 5: 29 “We must obey God rather than men.”⁴⁷

⁴⁶ Ibid.
In 1964, Congress passed civil rights legislation called the Civil Rights Act of 1964 outlawing segregation in public places and schools as well as the Voting Rights Act of 1965. A few years later Johnson would sign the Civil Rights Act of 1968 which called for fair housing without exception. These landmark bills began a movement towards the racial integration of society. And without the religious influence and leadership, perhaps these bills would not have gained such support. President Johnson wrote to Edwin Espy, General Secretary of the National Council of Churches, of this positive religious influence in this socio-political matter stating that “[their] support of what we have tried to do in the economic and social fields is encouraging.”

The organizational strength, leadership, and language of the civil rights movement fully demonstrates the cohesive nature of religious and secular realms united for a common cause. Moreover, without such integration the civil rights movement would have lacked the force to achieve their goals. Therefore, the civic engagement by the religious civil rights leaders and its members set forth an example for other religious groups engagement in American Politics, such as American Catholic engagement by their leadership.

---

American Catholics and the Vatican II Church

During the mid twentieth century, American Catholics too found themselves in a new position regarding political engagement. It has been argued that “the last great wave of democratization [in America]...was largely a Catholic wave, driven by changes in the Catholic Church after the Second Vatican Council or Vatican II that placed its powerful imprimatur and institutional structures behind human rights, religious freedom, and democracy.”\(^{50}\) This statement may be overstating how influential Vatican II was on American democracy, but it does emphasis the transformative influence of Vatican II in American Catholicism. Simply, the Second Vatican Council did influence the Catholic political experience.\(^{51}\)

The Second Vatican Council was called into session in 1962; however, the first announcement of the council’s meeting in 1959 came as a surprise to the world, even Pope John Paul XXIII admitted his surprise with the suddenness of the idea.\(^{52}\) According to Komonchak, Pope John called the council to undertake two main tasks: “a renewed exploration of the church’s biblical and traditional patrimony and a simultaneous review of the ‘new conditions and forms of life introduced into the modern world.’”\(^{53}\) These

\(^{52}\) Ibid, p. 48.
tasks could be summed up as resourcement and aggiornamento or renewal.\textsuperscript{54} Church leaders, then, came together to renew Catholic, theological principles regarding Catholicism in the modern era. For example, in \textit{Guadium et Spes}, the Church approached its discussions by “reading the signs of the times and of interpreting them in the light of the Gospel.”\textsuperscript{55} Thus, Vatican II entered into the secular reality leaving behind a static worldview.\textsuperscript{56} The Church from the 1960s on would support democratic principles of liberty, human rights, and justice in the natural, secular world.

For instance, Pope John Paul XXIII’s last encyclical, \textit{Pacem in Terris}, spoke of democracy and the necessity of a constitutional state to “protect human rights but not interfere with human liberties.”\textsuperscript{57} The Church would also include religious freedom as a protected human liberty. Therein, the Catholic Church demonstrated their support of state action in protecting human rights. This acceptance of modernity and democracy by the council established the theological support for freedom of religion, which in turn supported Catholic life in American society. If by chance the Catholic Church were to deem democracy and civil liberties a religious evil (as it had in the past), Catholics would find themselves conflicted, living in a society such as in the United States. Thankfully, this is not the case. With the theological changes by Vatican II, American Catholics and
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their leadership, i.e. the USCCB, would now have theological justification for civic engagement and American church-state relations.

First, the Vatican II Church acknowledged that it was natural for people to seek freedoms in this secular world. No longer was freedom limited to the afterlife. The aim towards fostering and obtaining liberty was seen as a natural, social development arising from social relationships and living in communities. The Church views the foundation of rights as a communal necessity rather than an individual’s right as proclaimed by classical liberalism. Komonchak details the Church’s stance by arguing that “[r]ights do not belong to isolated individuals, pre-political monads, from whom society is a later, man-made artifact. Rights adhere in persons living in communities. Strictly speaking, a monad has no rights, for there is no one to respect them.”

Additionally, the Church stated that “this tendency” gave impetus to “the formation everywhere of both national and international movements... with economic, cultural, social... and political ends.” Catholic thought no longer would see social movements with political, economic and cultural ends as adverse, atypical, and unnatural developments, such as its prior view of the rise of communism. Political action and civic engagement for justice and liberty were acceptable. Moreover, the Second Vatican Council emphasized that “the obligations of justice and love are fulfilled only if each

60 Ibid.
person, contributing to the common good...promotes and assists the public and private
institutions dedicated to bettering the conditions of human life.”\textsuperscript{61} The council then goes
on to state that any development of the community “in economic and political affairs,
both on the national and international level which will everywhere recognize and satisfy
the right of all to a social culture in conformity with the dignity of the human person.”\textsuperscript{62}

Secondly, Vatican II encouraged a church as a People of God as a common
priesthood. The council stated in \textit{Lumen Gentium} that “[t]he common priesthood of the
faithful and the ministerial or hierarchical priesthood are none the less interrelated; each
in its own way shares in the one priesthood of Christ.”\textsuperscript{63} The Church did not call for a
common priesthood, but a shared experience of laity, clergy, and all humans as a people
of God. Moreover, this statement illustrates two main points. The Church not only
opened itself to modern principles of democracy, justice and liberty, but the church also
saw the value of individual lay membership in transforming and aiding society.

The Vatican II Church wanted to strengthen its membership, because the Church
was still preoccupied over the weaknesses of the modern state. Pope John XXIII still saw
inadequacies of the modern state and its ability to “ensure the universal common good.”\textsuperscript{64}
The Church encouraged bishops and, to a certain extent, laity to participate in social and

\textsuperscript{61} Pope Paul VI. \textit{“GS 30.” Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World: Gaudium Et Spes.}
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political discourse.\textsuperscript{65} Therefore, Vatican II opened the opportunity for Catholic leadership and Catholic laity, in general, to actively participate in civil society.

Lastly, Vatican II changed its old punitive strategy to a dialectic and persuasive approach with its membership and other religions. With Vatican II the Church decidedly left its authoritarian legacy behind and adopted dialogue and persuasion as its new tactics.\textsuperscript{66} This new approach especially affected the Church leadership’s relation with its membership.

Laity could more openly disagree with American bishops, regardless if the Church wanted or accepted the laity’s dissent, which before Vatican II would be deemed almost treasonous. For instance, many Catholic laymen disagree with the USCCB’s stance on immigration reform. American Catholics are just as divided about immigration as the rest of the American population. However, just the fact that American Catholics can disagree on this matter demonstrates the influence of Vatican II. Dialogue and dissent could more thoroughly spread in American Catholic culture. A culture “already steeped in a tradition of independence and freedom.”\textsuperscript{67}

**Summary**

Vatican II and its social teachings continues to inspire the political and civic work of American Catholics and the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops.


\textsuperscript{66} Ibid, 7.

\textsuperscript{67} Ibid, 7.
Additionally, the long standing American tradition of religious maintenance of social welfare legitimizes the current critics and engagement by the USCCB. Therefore, the USCCB’s political and civic action not only has grounding in Catholic and American past, but is also necessary to alleviate suffering by those members of society who are disenfranchised. Roefols puts it best that: “Far from separating responsibilities and defining jurisdictions in static dualistic, institutional terms, leaders of both church and state should be essentially concerned to sustain a dialogue of challenge of response on the broadest range of contemporary issues.”68

The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops attempts just that. It continues to challenge and engage the American state to morally solve the most pressing matters in contemporary society, such as immigration and the rights of immigrants-legal or not.

3. “Justice For Immigrants”: USCCB’s Campaign for Immigrant Rights

“All men are created equal, and are endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.” ⁶⁹ - Declaration of Independence of the United States of America

“Attention must be called to the rights of migrants and their families and to respect for their human dignity, even in cases of non-legal immigration.” ⁷⁰ - John Paul II, Ecclesia in America

American tradition, through the Declaration of Independence, stipulates that regardless of a person’s socio-economic, political, racial or gender position in life, “all” are created equal. Moreover, the first quote does not mention all citizens are created equal but again a general openness to every person. Catholic teaching holds the same point of view. Human dignity is of upmost importance to the church as established in the Catholic Social Teachings. For instance, Pope John Paul II exclaimed this similar stance in his Ecclesia in America, as demonstrated above. The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB), deriving from both traditions, expresses the same sentiment towards protecting and upholding human dignity regardless or race, gender or citizenship.

---


The USCCB’s involvement in immigrant rights, therefore, should not sound too far removed. Moreover, the Catholic Church in America has mainly seen itself as an immigrant church. For instance, during the 19th century, Catholic immigrants were targeted by xenophobes and nativists. Thus the current Catholic Church in America, through its episcopal leadership, has even more reason to align itself with immigrants—both legal and illegal.

However, the USCCB’s contemporary political engagement can be seen as an affront to the secular religious divide in America. Nevertheless, as argued in the previous section, the United States has a long tradition and rationality of religion playing some part in politics, whether it be in charitable works, actively engaging in a transformative social movement, or reaffirming freedom and morality in America. As G.W.F. Hegel stated, religion is the substance of politics and substance. The USCCB’s existence is an exemplary recognition of this assertion as well as America’s long religio-political tradition.

The USCCB, therefore, continues this tradition of uniting the religious and secular for social justice. Thus, the USCCB has taken a supportive stance towards comprehensive immigration reform and immigrant rights. More importantly, how the USCCB has civically engaged in this initiative is the truly interesting matter. The use of

---

the religious and secular by the USCCB to influence U.S. policy and American Catholics fosters an environment of peace, development, and social justice.

The USCCB, as well as most scholars, understands that in order to fully engage in immigrant rights discourse and policy, there must be a working knowledge of U.S. immigration and its history. Thus, it is important to note, that the term immigration will be defined similarly to emigration. It will be defined as the physical relocation and “change of jurisdiction from one state to another and eventually also a change in membership from one political community to another.” Emigration and immigration have therefore evoked public concern and contention regarding the boundaries of a state and security of a nation. The USCCB also similarly defines immigration as migration by people from one state to another usually to escape social and economic equality. United States immigration falls under the scope of this definition, which is illustrated by United States’ long history of immigration.

**The Melting Pot: Brief History of United States Immigration**

The United States’ history has always been an immigrant history, notwithstanding the indigenous population who already inhabited the territory that would become the United States. It is well known that the first people to immigrate to the Americas were of
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Dutch, British, Spanish, and Portuguese origins. The British colonists, though, would be the ones to establish the territory of the United States as independent of Great Britain. After the War of Independence in 1783, the United States rapidly increased in growth and diversity than any other country in the world. The 1790 census demonstrates that U.S. population was approximately 3.9 million and less than half were English (49 percent). The rest of the population was broken down into Africans, Germans, Scots, Scots-Irish, Irish, and Dutch.

By the nineteenth century, the United States had an open door policy and, consequently, saw a huge influx of immigrants coming from the minor populations, especially from Irish immigrants. Nevertheless, these newer immigrant populations were not always happily accepted. John Powell states:

[t]hroughout American history, there had been periodic peaks of antiforeign sentiment. From the earliest colonial days, there had been a fear that immigrant lifestyles would erode the distinctive features of the majority culture. An early nativist movement developed in the 1790s, when Federalists hoped to exclude the corroding influence of radical immigrants by passing the Alien and Sedition Acts.

When the Irish emigrated to the United States in the nineteenth century, they were highly discriminated against due to their Catholic background. The nativist and anti-Catholic sentiment in the U.S. led to the creation of a Secret order called the Secret Order of the Star-Spangled Banner or, ironically, the Know Nothing party. In the 1850s the

---
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Know Nothing party was able to gain control of many state governments and influence over 100 Congressmen in order to restrict immigration of Catholics.77

Catholics were seen by such nativists as a threat to United States culture, sovereignty, and national security. Many Americans thought that immigrant Catholics were conduits for the Vatican. Wherein the Vatican would use new American Catholics to implement Vatican policy and make the United States a Catholic nation. Moreover, Catholics were called devious, delinquent, and criminal by many Americans including the Know Nothings.78 Much of the nativist turmoil died down when the perceptions were found out to be subsequently false. The lessons from nineteenth century immigration, though, would not necessarily be learned by the United States government who would see an even greater increase of immigrants in the twentieth century.

The United States after two world wars and an ever rising conflict with the Soviet Union would turn to drastically changing their stance on immigration and who should immigrate. However, the direct effects of today’s immigration policy stems mostly from late twentieth century immigration policy and the influx of latino immigration. For instance, the Bracero program of 1942 allowed a steady increase of immigrants, mainly latino, to work in the U.S since the U.S. lost millions of its agricultural domestic labor force to urban wartime production jobs and men being drafted during WWII.79

77 Ibid, 20.
78 Ibid.
During this peak period of mostly Mexican-Latino immigration, American employers saw an increase in profit since these workers could be paid less and work more. Therefore, when the war ended and immigration was restricted, many American employers did not want to lose their new labor force. For the most part, American employers either moved their production to Mexico, closed their businesses, or continued to hire illegal migrant workers.\(^{80}\) It was not illegal for American businesses to hire illegal immigrants, even though it was illegal for migrant workers to come into the United States. This fault demonstrates the inconsistency of U.S. immigration policy in the twentieth century.

To rectify this inconsistency, the United States implemented a new policy called the Immigration and Naturalization Act (INA) of 1965. The INA had five main goals to change the quota system to a preference system. They were:

1) to preserve the family unit and to reunite separated families;  

2) to meet the need for highly skilled workers;  

3) to ease population problems created by emergencies;  

4) to better the understanding of people through cross-cultural, national exchange programs; and  

5) to bar from the United States those aliens who were likely to represent adjustment problems because of their physical or mental health, criminal history, or dependency, or for national security reasons.\(^{81}\)

\(^{80}\) Ibid.  

The INA also ended the Bracero Act, but not the flow of migrants. Instead, illegal immigration replaced the regular flow of migrant workers. Additionally, illegal migrant workers did return to Mexico after a period of nine months as stipulated in the Bracero act. More migrant workers began to settle in the United States without the provisions of the United States.\textsuperscript{82} The 20,000 visas per country limitation, that was previously not a limitation, pressured immigrants to find another entry into the U.S. By 1970s “the number of persons crossing without authorization began...to swell to a veritable flood.”\textsuperscript{83} The INA, instead of restricting immigration, set the stage for illegal immigration.

Why had immigration transformed into an unmanageable flood? The international climate had drastically changed in the 1960s, 70s, and 80s pushing thousands of people to leave their home countries. The context of the cold war left many Latin Americans seeking refuge in a country they felt could better protect them from military dictators or a waging war. The United States became the pinnacle of stability, freedom, and democracy. Moreover, the United States was also financially stable and opportunities seemed to flow out of it. LeMay has considered these types of factors- push and pull factors. Push factors are “reasons, trends, or events that compel people to emigrate.” \textsuperscript{84} Examples would be population explosion, poverty, political turmoil, unemployment, mass starvation, etc. Pull factors are “characteristics of a county that attract immigrants for permanent

\textsuperscript{83} LeMay, p. 8.
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settlement.”\textsuperscript{85} Examples of pull factors would be a country’s strong economy, stable, nonviolent government, and a free society.

The United States responded to the increased flow of immigrants in the 1970s with a new Immigration policy in the mid 1980s. In 1986, the Immigration Reform and Control Act was passed in order to grant amnesty to illegal aliens living in the U.S. since 1980, an increase of guest workers, sanction employers who “knowingly hire” illegal aliens; a 50 percent increase of INS budget to enhance enforcement; the detention of immigrants coming on boats, such as Haitians; and an increase of legal immigration to 610,000.\textsuperscript{86} Nevertheless, the IRCA Act had trouble controlling the flow of legal and illegal immigrants.

In response to the ineffectiveness of federal law, California passed an anti-immigration measure called Proposition 187 or “Save Our State Initiative” in 1994. The initiative required state and local agencies “to report to the INS any persons ‘suspected of being illegal’ and to prevent illegal aliens from receiving benefits or public services in the state of California.”\textsuperscript{87} (emphasis supplied). Most of Proposition 187’s provisions were found unconstitutional, but it demonstrated California and a large portion of its population’s stance against illegal immigration, especially targeting Mexican immigrants.

\textsuperscript{85} Ibid, p. 3.
In 1996, though, Congress passed the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA). This act doubled Border Patrol and authorized a fence to be built on the border between Mexico and the United States. It also increased penalties against documentation fraud, alien smuggling, and illegal aliens could be deported without appeal to courts. Additionally, Congress passed the Welfare Reform Act (WRA) the same year. This Act restricted welfare benefits to illegal or undocumented immigrants. The IIRIRA and the WRA basically added in many of the provisions of California’s proposition 187, but without the unconstitutionality. However, both policies eventually were seen as too strict and were amended in order to reintroduce some social programs to undocumented immigrants. Immigration policy and discourse would drastically change, though, after the turn of the twenty-first century.

When the September 11th attacks occurred, immigration policy and sentiment would also change. The implementation of the Uniting and Strengthening American by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism or the USA PATRIOT Act in 2001 and the Homeland Security Act of 2002 had a direct involvement in immigrant matters. In 2002, the INS was abolished in order to restructure immigration under the Homeland Security Act. From then on, the Department of Homeland Security through the new Immigration and Custom Enforcement Agency would be responsible for
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immigration in the United States. Therefore, both Acts changed immigration to being primarily a national security matter.

The United States government had put much blame on the inefficient INS for not only not catching, but approving the visas and flight schooling of the terrorists who attacked the World Trade Centers and the Pentagon. The PATRIOT act authorized monitoring of aliens, such as student aliens, in the U.S., as well as monitoring and limiting the visa applications of men from Muslim countries. One of the immediate actions taken by the post 9/11 government was a sweep of illegal immigrants. “[A]fter 9/11, some 1,200 Muslim immigrants were rounded up by the police and the INS across the nation. Many were held for months without access to lawyers...most were released as totally innocent, swept up in the post-attack hysteria” Illegal immigration and immigration in general were, therefore, seen as terrorist pathways into the United States.

Although it is not within the scope of this paper to criticize United States immigration policy, it is necessary to understand one of the fundamental flaws with immigration laws. Immigration is dynamic whereas immigration policy is static. The push and pull factors for migrants changes almost every year if not every few years. As LeMay points out “[n]o sooner are some international problems or foreign policy considerations dealt with than the world system changes.” U.S. policy makers are...
outside the scope to solve all international dilemmas in order to affect international immigration.

The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, in their leadership capacity, attempts to influence national policy to consider and implement policy that upholds at the minimum the human dignity of migrants coming into the United States. The USCCB also takes into account the push and pull factors of immigration in order to better formulate its own policy positions.

Catholic Leadership and Immigration Reform

The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, through its previous auspices as the National Conference of Catholic Bishops (NCCB), has played a religio-political role in the United States, such as through the contemporary U.S. immigration debate. Since Vatican II, Catholic Bishops, in general, have taken leadership positions in advocating for social programs that uphold the morals of the United States community. For one thing, Catholicism is the largest religious denomination in the United States. The USCCB through its Episcopal leadership, organization, and the large number of American Catholics fulfills two important aspects of leading a social movement or political action. The USCCB has organizational strength, and access to a committed constituency. Vatican II and the civil rights movement also gave the USCCB the advantage and political opportunity to focus on social justice issues in political affairs.
Therefore, American Catholic leadership are no longer denied their role as part of
American civil and political society.

One American Catholic Bishop, unnamed, explained that:

No longer on the edge of society but in the middle; we now have our best
chance to restore the idealism of the nation’s heritage. Gospel values
should challenge us to give dignity and infinite value to each human-life
an individualistic, consumer-ridden society to go beyond self-serving
interest and be a model for all nations. Pastorals are only words unless put
into action. New people-new cultures force us to realize for all the
American Dream.94

This sentiment is shared by most American Catholic Bishops, which can be seen
by their increased political action the past thirty years. Catholic leadership through its
collective organizations, have the ability “to create or fortify social movements in support
of ...preferred policy positions,”95 During the 1980s, The NCCB took a highly publicized
and controversial stance on social issues with their pastoral letters “The Challenge of
Peace” and “Economic Justice for All.”96 Many Catholics and Catholic leadership felt
that “Bishops should stay out of politics.”97

John Farina, mentions that the USCCB political engagement and pastoral letters
regarding the economy and military steered outside the comfort zone of many
conservative American Catholics. Moreover, these statements “were the topic of broad
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discussion and debate in the church and secular media."\textsuperscript{98} In the 1990s, the Bishops mainly advocated on the behalf of the pro-life movement. This could be seen as a decisive change after the fallout of their more activist pastoral letters of the 1980s. Regardless, Catholic Bishops in their collective stance through the NCCB, now known as the USCCB, established their role and importance as religious leaders in the American political environment.

The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops’ campaign for immigrants during the past ten years demonstrates this continued political engagement. The USCCB has used grassroots methods through its “Justice for Immigrants” campaign to engage the large Catholic community. For instance, their website links to the Justice for Immigrants Campaign, which provides activist toolkits for parishes, individual Catholics, and priests. The campaign also established an activist network in order to contact movement membership.\textsuperscript{99} Moreover, their campaign is one that takes into account the history and complexities of United States immigration as described before. Their call for immigration reform attempts to account for both immigrants and the United States’ sovereign right to regulate immigrants, which is reflected in their policy position.\textsuperscript{100} Without the inspiration of both the secular and sacred traditions of the United States and the Catholic Church, the


USCCB’s immigration stance could not withstand the political turmoil within immigration discourse.

The USCCB has outlined six main elements to comprehensive reform. The are the following: 1) earned legalization; 2) enforcement; 3) future worker program; 4) family-based immigration reform; 5) addressing root causes; and 6) restoration of due process rights.\(^{101}\) Point by point the USCCB defends each element in their comprehensive immigration reform.

First, earned legalization translates as a program where immigrants would work for several years, learn English, and pay a sum in order to become a legal immigrant. Enforcement measures should still be intact at the border and within the United States. However, what would aid enforcement would be the replacement of illegal migration with legal migration.\(^{102}\) The establishment of a future worker program would reduce illegal immigration as well as uphold the dignity of migrants in the workforce. Immigration policy should also be based on upholding the dignity of the family and increasing the availability of family visas as well as decreasing the amount of time to obtain family visas. It is also important to address the causes, or push and pull factors, that lead to immigration and, more importantly, illegal immigration. Lastly, the right of due process should be re-established for immigrants, which was taken away by the IIRIRA in 1996.
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The USCCB’s policy position is influenced by several religious and political factors. Most directly, the USCCB has used its own previous pastoral letters, fact finding missions and statements to formulate its stance. In 2003 the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops with the Mexican Episcopate Bishops Conference issued a statement called “Strangers No Longer: Together on a Journey of Hope.” The Bishops’ statement integrated Catholic Social teaching and the papal address of Ecclesia in America in order to confront the “pastoral and public policy challenges impacting migrants” in the Americas. 103 Additionally, the writing focused on the human dignity and rights of migrants, even if they are undocumented. The USCCB’s coalition with the Mexican Episcopate Conference saw itself as those who have truly witnessed the plight of migrants.

In their pastoral letter’s introduction, they stated that:

As pastors to more than ninety million Mexican Catholics and sixty-five million U.S. Catholics, we witness the human consequences of migration in the life of society every day. We witness the vulnerability of our people involved in all sides of the migration phenomenon, including families devastated by the loss of loved ones who have undertaken the migration journey and children left alone when parents are removed from them.104

It is important to note that from the beginning, their pastoral letter indicates the vast number of followers the Bishops have to lead within the Catholic Church. The number of American Catholics alone would tell political and civil society leaders that the


Catholic voice is not one to be or can be diminished. Therefore, at the hands of the USCCB, are tens of millions of U.S. citizens who could be potentially mobilized in support of immigrant rights.

Moreover in this pastoral letter, the Bishops address the United States’ national security concerns. They state their understanding of increased security actions in response to “credible terrorist threats,” but the Bishops call on the United States not to undermine “human rights, reduce legal immigration or deny asylum seekers” since it does not serve to make the U.S. secure. Additionally, in their 2002 Policy Analysis named “Immigration Policy for the 21st Century: The Case for Legalization of Undocumented Immigrants,” The USCCB states that immigrants were not responsible for the September 11th terrorist attacks and that legalization would bring all immigrants into the nation’s light “thereby allowing the government to keep better track of who is in the United States.”

Much of the other policy advice in both the policy analysis by Walter Ewing and the joint pastoral address imitates the previously discussed policy elements.

The USCCB adds that much of their inspiration for this pastoral letter comes from the Papal address, Ecclesia in America, wherein Pope John Paul II calls on American pastors to meet migrants “with a hospitable and welcoming attitude which can encourage them to become part of the Church’s life, always with due regard for their freedom and
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their specific cultural identity.”

The Bishops, thus, have a church mandate to openly accept immigrants into America. The Catholic Church and USCCB position has also been inspired by Catholic social teaching and the Vatican II.

**USCCB’s Religious Justifications for Immigration**

“So, you, too, must befriend the alien, for you were once aliens yourselves in the land of Egypt.” (Deut. 10:17-19)

“I was a stranger and you welcomed me.” (Mt. 25:35)

The Bible and Catholic social teachings provide one of the most fundamental foundations for the USCCB’s engagement in immigrant discourse and action. The two biblical quotes from above were used during the congressional testimony of Bishop Nicholas DiMarzio during the Immigration, Border Security, and Claims Subcommittee meeting in 2006. Bishop DiMarzio explained that in the Old Testament God called upon his people to accept outsiders since they too were outsiders at one time. Secondly, the New Testament quote derives from the words of Jesus, who, as Bishop DiMarzio states “was an itinerant preacher without a home of his own as well as a refugee fleeing the terror of Herod.” Additionally during this testimony, he cited the *Ecclesia in America*, the pastoral letter *Strangers No Longer*, and the words of Pope Pius XII and Pope

---
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Benedict XVI. He mentioned all of these works in order to demonstrate the Church’s commitment to immigrant welfare and the need for improved immigration policy in the United States.

In *Strangers No Longer* the Bishops addressed several biblical references to the treatment of migrants. They broke down biblical passages into the categories of Old Testament and New Testament. In the Old Testament the Bishops discussed God’s presence in migrant stories. For instance, In Genesis 12, Abraham and Sarah extended their hospitality to three strangers who, in actuality, were a manifestation of God. Genesis Chapter 37 tells the story of Joseph’s forced migration. Joseph was sold into slavery yet he became the savior of his family.\(^{110}\) Moreover the Old Testament in Leviticus and Deuteronomy stipulates to its adherents that they must welcome and care for aliens in “their gleaning and tithing laws.”\(^{111}\)

The New Testament also provides many other examples of protecting the welfare of migrants other than Jesus’ words from Matthew 25. For example, the Bishops recall the story of Jesus, Mary, and Joseph as refugees in Egypt (Mt 2:15). Moreover, Jesus again made the call to his disciples that they must respect the lowest ranking of people. Jesus’ words were:


\(^{111}\) Ibid.
“Amen, I say to you, whatever you did for one of these least brothers of mine, you did for me.”\textsuperscript{112}

Jesus, then, calls upon all his followers to treat well, if not very well, all humans in the worst or least acceptable positions.

Catholic social teaching, as previously indicated, has its place in USCCB’s policy formation. In the same pastoral letter, the Bishops discuss these social teachings, such as \textit{Rerum Novarum}, and its effects on immigration welfare. For instance, Catholic teaching states that the main causes of migration are poverty, injustice, and armed conflicts. By addressing these issues of the homeland, migrants could then stay in their native countries and support their families.\textsuperscript{113} Therefore, to alleviate migration, the United States and international community must pay attention to the issues that plague migrants at home, specifically what pushes migrants to leave.

In \textit{Rerum Novarum}, Pope Leo XIII states that "[n]o one would exchange his country for a foreign land if his own afforded him the means of living a decent and happy life."\textsuperscript{114} If society respects the dignity and rights of man then the common good would be served and society in general would be protected. As demonstrated above, Catholic social thought recognizes the rights of all immigrants who seek a better life. As Jose

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{112} Mt 25: 40 As quoted in “Strangers No Longer.” 2003.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{113} “Reflections in the Light of the Word of God and Catholic Social Teaching.” USCCB. \textit{Strangers No Longer: Together on a Journey of Hope.} 2003.}
Roberto Juarez states “secular law in the United States has yet to acknowledge this fundamental right.”\textsuperscript{115}

The USCCB’s use of religious rhetoric and imagery, therefore, brings another layer to the support for immigrant rights and welfare. Secular organizations and secular laws alone do not have the opportunity to invoke such strong sentiments to an American population that, for the most part, is religious. The USCCB, therefore, exemplifies the cooperation of both the secular and religious realms of society. The use and necessity of religion in the USCCB’s “Justice for Immigrants” campaign demonstrates the religious call of social man to abide by a moral code for the common good of American society. Secular organizations do not have the same authority as USCCB religious leadership to evoke such a strong moral presence and invocation of its membership.

Moreover, it is not as if the USCCB, through its involvement in immigrant rights and American politics, attempts to establish a political theology in America. The USCCB attempts to establish a moral and political ethic in society. A position the Catholic Church supports. Pope Benedict stated that the Church is only positioned to mediate “the moral principles on which genuine democracy must be built.”\textsuperscript{116} This position similarly effects


how the USCCB engages American politics and society in contesting anti-immigration sentiment and policies.

Nevertheless, there are many secularists who claim that religious institutions are no longer needed to protect and proclaim morality. Some secularists, such as Richard Dawkins, claims that religion never produced morality. According to Dawkins, morality has evolved over time, wherein human nature has selectively picked morality genes in order to aid human survival. For instance, He asks his readers in “The God Delusion” the following, "would you commit murder, rape or robbery if you knew that no God existed?" Although this question is evocative, it, unfortunately, disregards the long historical tradition of religious institutions promoting an ethical society. As previously stated, philosophers and intellectuals, such as John Courtney Murray, Alexis De Tocqueville, and G.W.F. Hegel, observed and asserted the necessity of religion in establishing an ethical, democratic society as well as ethical individuals. The USCCB encapsulates this melding of the secular and religious realms in order to foster an ethical stance towards immigrants.

Summary

The USCCB has access to tens of thousands of American citizens who are Catholic and could understand or at least be engaged in the religious justification for

immigrant rights. The USCCB’s understanding and discourse within the immigration
debate also demonstrates their ability to be civically engaged. Additionally, the USCCB,
in its organizational capacity, is staffed by professional lobbyists and policy analysts,
therefore, preparing the USCCB in a variety of ways to engage civil society and the
United States government. Bishop DiMarzio’s testimony to a Congressional
subcommittee is only one example of how engaged the USCCB is in United States
politics. Thus, the use of religion and secular by these Catholic leaders aids to the overall
development of American society and the protection of immigrants, particularly
undocumented immigrants.

\[118\] Froehle, Brian. “National Catholic Organizations.” Civil Society, Civic Engagement, and Catholicism in
4. Conclusion

The current immigration debate does have two very compelling sides, which is reflected in this research literature. Firstly, the interest, sovereignty, and security of a state must be respected. Additionally, U.S. legislation also aligns itself with the protection of its borders and the prosecution of illegal immigrants. On the other hand, the human dignity and rights of immigrants must also be respected.

The USCCB directly supports this latter position calling for legalization of immigrants in order to enhance America’s national security. The USCCB has found support of its engagement through the constitutional protections of religion and assembly, as well as religion’s role in social movements in the United States. Thus, the USCCB can effectively influence immigration policy and law. In John Farina’s writing, “The Future of Catholic Civic Engagement” he explicitly states that “religion’s role in civil society is crucial.”

The following research comes to a very similar stance. Without the inclusion of religion and the synthesis of the secular and the sacred through the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, the immigrant rights movement would lose a strong

---

base of its support, influence, and voice.
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